
DDS CONFERENCE CALL BINGO 2021

B I N G O
"You are on mute." "Sorry, go ahead." "Can you repeat that?" Child or animal noises

"I have to jump on 

another call."

Sound of someone 

typing
Loud echo/feedback

Family members or pets 

deciding to join

"We are just waiting 

on…"
"Hi, who just joined?"

Awkward silence
Comments about 

someones background
Powerpoint malfunction

"Can everyone go on 

mute?"

"I'll have to get back to 

you on that."

"Next slide, please."
People talking at the 

same time
Technical difficulties

"Can you email that to 

everyone?"
"X, are you there?"

"Can everyone see my 

screen?"

"sorry, I was having 

connection issues."
"Hello?  Hello" Unintended interruption

"Sorry, I was talking on 

mute."
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B I N G O
"Sorry, didn’t catch 

that.  Can you repeat?"
"Sorry, go ahead." "Can you repeat that?" Child or animal noises

"I have to jump on 

another call."

Sound of someone 

typing

"Sorry, the other call 

ran over."

"Sorry, you cut out 

there."

"We are just waiting 

on…"
"Hi, who just joined?"

Awkward silence
Comments about 

someones background
Powerpoint malfunction "No, it's still loading."

"I'll have to get back to 

you on that."

"Next slide, please."
People talking at the 

same time
Technical difficulties

"Can you email that to 

everyone?"
Coughing

"Can everyone see my 

screen?"

"sorry, I was having 

connection issues."
"Hello?  Hello" Unintended interruption

"Sorry, I was talking on 

mute."
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B I N G O
"Can we take this 

offline?"
"Sorry, go ahead."

"Sorry, didn’t catch 

that.  Can you repeat?"
Child or animal noises

"I have to jump on 

another call."

Sound of someone 

typing
Loud echo/feedback

Family members or pets 

deciding to join

"Sorry, the other call 

ran over."
"Hi, who just joined?"

Awkward silence
Comments about 

someones background
Powerpoint malfunction

"Can everyone go on 

mute?"

"I'll have to get back to 

you on that."

"Next slide, please." "No, it's still loading." Technical difficulties
"Can you email that to 

everyone?"
"X, are you there?"

"Can everyone see my 

screen?"

"sorry, I was having 

connection issues."
Coughing Unintended interruption

"Sorry, I was talking on 

mute."
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DDS CONFERENCE CALL BINGO 2021

B I N G O
"You are on mute." "Sorry, go ahead." "Can you repeat that?" Child or animal noises

"I have to jump on 

another call."

Coughing Loud echo/feedback
"Sorry, didn’t catch 

that.  Can you repeat?"

"We are just waiting 

on…"
"Hi, who just joined?"

Awkward silence
Comments about 

someones background
Powerpoint malfunction

"Sorry, the other call 

ran over."

"I'll have to get back to 

you on that."

"Next slide, please."
People talking at the 

same time
"No, it's still loading."

"Can you email that to 

everyone?"
"X, are you there?"

"Can everyone see my 

screen?"

"sorry, I was having 

connection issues."
"Hello?  Hello" Unintended interruption

"Sorry, I was talking on 

mute."
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B I N G O
"You are on mute." "Sorry, go ahead."

"Sorry, the other call 

ran over."
Child or animal noises

"I have to jump on 

another call."

Sound of someone 

typing

"Sorry, you cut out 

there."

Family members or pets 

deciding to join

"We are just waiting 

on…"
"Hi, who just joined?"

Coughing
Comments about 

someones background
Powerpoint malfunction

"Sorry, didn’t catch 

that.  Can you repeat?"

"I'll have to get back to 

you on that."

"Next slide, please."
People talking at the 

same time
Technical difficulties "No, it's still loading." "X, are you there?"

"Can everyone see my 

screen?"

"sorry, I was having 

connection issues."
"Hello?  Hello" Unintended interruption

"Can we take this 

offline?"
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DDS CONFERENCE CALL BINGO 2021

B I N G O
"You are on mute." "Sorry, go ahead." "Can you repeat that?" Child or animal noises

"I have to jump on 

another call."

Sound of someone 

typing
Loud echo/feedback

Family members or pets 

deciding to join

"We are just waiting 

on…"
"Hi, who just joined?"

Awkward silence
Comments about 

someones background
Powerpoint malfunction

"Can everyone go on 

mute?"

"Can we take this 

offline?"

"Next slide, please."
"Sorry, you cut out 

there."
Technical difficulties "No, it's still loading." "X, are you there?"

"Can everyone see my 

screen?"

"sorry, I was having 

connection issues."
Coughing Unintended interruption

"Sorry, I was talking on 

mute."
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Coughing "No, it's still loading."

"Sorry, didn’t catch 

that.  Can you repeat?"

"Sorry, the other call 

ran over."

"Can we take this 

offline?"

Sound of someone 

typing
Loud echo/feedback

Family members or pets 

deciding to join

"We are just waiting 

on…"

"Sorry, you cut out 

there."

Awkward silence
Comments about 

someones background
Powerpoint malfunction

"Can everyone go on 

mute?"

"I'll have to get back to 

you on that."

"Next slide, please."
People talking at the 

same time
Technical difficulties

"Can you email that to 

everyone?"
"X, are you there?"

"Can everyone see my 

screen?"

"sorry, I was having 

connection issues."
"Hello?  Hello" Unintended interruption

"Sorry, I was talking on 

mute."
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B I N G O
"Can we take this 

offline?"
"Sorry, go ahead." "Can you repeat that?" Child or animal noises

"I have to jump on 

another call."

Sound of someon typing
"Sorry, the other call 

ran over."

Family members or pets 

deciding to join

"We are just waiting 

on…"
"Hi, who just joined?"

Awkward silence
Comments about 

someones background

"Sorry, didn’t catch 

that.  Can you repeat?"

"Can everyone go on 

mute?"

"I'll have to get back to 

you on that."

"Next slide, please."
People talking at the 

same time
Technical difficulties "No, it's still loading." "X, are you there?"

"Can everyone see my 

screen?"

"sorry, I was having 

connection issues."
"Hello?  Hello" Unintended interruption Coughing
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B I N G O
"No, it's still loading." "Sorry, go ahead."

"Can we take this 

offline?"
Child or animal noises Coughing

Sound of someone 

typing

"Sorry, you cut out 

there."

Family members or pets 

deciding to join

"Sorry, didn’t catch 

that.  Can you repeat?"
"Hi, who just joined?"

Awkward silence
Comments about 

someones background
Powerpoint malfunction

"Can everyone go on 

mute?"

"I'll have to get back to 

you on that."

"Next slide, please."
People talking at the 

same time
Technical difficulties

"Can you email that to 

everyone?"
"X, are you there?"

"Can everyone see my 

screen?"

"sorry, I was having 

connection issues."
"Hello?  Hello" Unintended interruption

"Sorry, I was talking on 

mute."
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B I N G O
"You are on mute." "Sorry, go ahead." "Can you repeat that?" Child or animal noises

"I have to jump on 

another call."

Sound of someone 

typing
Loud echo/feedback

Family members or pets 

deciding to join

"We are just waiting 

on…"
"Hi, who just joined?"

Awkward silence
Comments about 

someones background
Powerpoint malfunction

"Can everyone go on 

mute?"

"I'll have to get back to 

you on that."

"Next slide, please."
"Can we take this 

offline?"
Technical difficulties

"Sorry, the other call 

ran over."
"X, are you there?"

"No, it's still loading."
"sorry, I was having 

connection issues."

"Sorry, didn’t catch 

that.  Can you repeat?"
Unintended interruption Coughing
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B I N G O
"You are on mute." "Sorry, go ahead." "Can you repeat that?" Child or animal noises

"I have to jump on 

another call."

Sound of someone 

typing
Loud echo/feedback

Family members or pets 

deciding to join

"We are just waiting 

on…"
"Hi, who just joined?"

"Sorry, the other call 

ran over."

"Can we take this 

offline?"

"Sorry, didn’t catch 

that.  Can you repeat?"
Coughing

"Sorry, you cut out 

there."

"Next slide, please."
People talking at the 

same time
Technical difficulties

"Can you email that to 

everyone?"
"X, are you there?"

"Can everyone see my 

screen?"

"sorry, I was having 

connection issues."
"Hello?  Hello" Unintended interruption

"Sorry, I was talking on 

mute."
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B I N G O
"Sorry, you cut out 

there."
"Sorry, go ahead." "Can you repeat that?" Child or animal noises

"I have to jump on 

another call."

Coughing Loud echo/feedback
Family members or pets 

deciding to join

"We are just waiting 

on…"
"Hi, who just joined?"

Awkward silence
"Sorry, the other call 

ran over."
Powerpoint malfunction

"Can everyone go on 

mute?"

"I'll have to get back to 

you on that."

"Next slide, please." "No, it's still loading." Technical difficulties
"Can you email that to 

everyone?"
"X, are you there?"

"Can everyone see my 

screen?"

"sorry, I was having 

connection issues."

"Can we take this 

offline?"

"Sorry, didn’t catch 

that.  Can you repeat?"

"Sorry, I was talking on 

mute."
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B I N G O
"You are on mute." "Sorry, go ahead."

"Sorry, the other call 

ran over."
Child or animal noises

"I have to jump on 

another call."

Sound of someone 

typing
Loud echo/feedback

Family members or pets 

deciding to join

"Sorry, didn’t catch 

that.  Can you repeat?"
"Hi, who just joined?"

"Sorry, you cut out 

there."

Comments about 

someones background
Powerpoint malfunction "No, it's still loading."

"I'll have to get back to 

you on that."

Coughing
People talking at the 

same time
Technical difficulties

"Can you email that to 

everyone?"
"X, are you there?"

"Can everyone see my 

screen?"

"Can we take this 

offline?"
"Hello?  Hello" Unintended interruption

"Sorry, I was talking on 

mute."
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B I N G O
"You are on mute." "Sorry, go ahead." "Can you repeat that?" Child or animal noises

"I have to jump on 

another call."

Sound of someone 

typing
Loud echo/feedback

Family members or pets 

deciding to join
"No, it's still loading."

"Sorry, the other call 

ran over."

Awkward silence Coughing
"Sorry, you cut out 

there."

"Can everyone go on 

mute?"

"I'll have to get back to 

you on that."

"Next slide, please."
People talking at the 

same time
Technical difficulties

"Can you email that to 

everyone?"
"X, are you there?"

"Can everyone see my 

screen?"

"sorry, I was having 

connection issues."
"Hello?  Hello" Unintended interruption

"Sorry, I was talking on 

mute."
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B I N G O
"You are on mute." "Sorry, go ahead." "Can you repeat that?" Child or animal noises

"I have to jump on 

another call."

Sound of someone 

typing
Loud echo/feedback

Family members or pets 

deciding to join

"We are just waiting 

on…"
"Hi, who just joined?"

Awkward silence
Comments about 

someones background

"Sorry, didn’t catch 

that.  Can you repeat?"
"No, it's still loading."

"I'll have to get back to 

you on that."

"Next slide, please."
"Sorry, the other call 

ran over."
Technical difficulties

"Can you email that to 

everyone?"

"Sorry, you cut out 

there."

"Can we take this 

offline?"

"sorry, I was having 

connection issues."
"Hello?  Hello" Unintended interruption

"Sorry, I was talking on 

mute."
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B I N G O
"You are on mute." "Sorry, go ahead." "Can you repeat that?" Child or animal noises

"I have to jump on 

another call."

Sound of someone 

typing
Loud echo/feedback

Family members or pets 

deciding to join

"We are just waiting 

on…"
"Hi, who just joined?"

Awkward silence
Comments about 

someones background
Powerpoint malfunction

"Can everyone go on 

mute?"

"Can we take this 

offline?"

"Next slide, please."
"Sorry, you cut out 

there."
Technical difficulties "No, it's still loading." "X, are you there?"

"Can everyone see my 

screen?"

"sorry, I was having 

connection issues."
Coughing Unintended interruption

"Sorry, I was talking on 

mute."
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"Can we take this 

offline?"
Coughing "Can you repeat that?" Child or animal noises

"I have to jump on 

another call."

"Sorry, the other call 

ran over."
Loud echo/feedback

Family members or pets 

deciding to join

"We are just waiting 

on…"
"Hi, who just joined?"

"No, it's still loading."
Comments about 

someones background
Powerpoint malfunction

"Can everyone go on 

mute?"

"I'll have to get back to 

you on that."

"Sorry, you cut out 

there."

People talking at the 

same time
Technical difficulties

"Can you email that to 

everyone?"
"X, are you there?"

"Sorry, didn’t catch 

that.  Can you repeat?"

"sorry, I was having 

connection issues."
"Hello?  Hello" Unintended interruption

"Sorry, I was talking on 

mute."
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B I N G O
"You are on mute." "Sorry, go ahead."

"Sorry, you cut out 

there."
Child or animal noises

"I have to jump on 

another call."

Sound of someone 

typing

"Sorry, the other call 

ran over."
Coughing

"We are just waiting 

on…"
"Hi, who just joined?"

Awkward silence "No, it's still loading." Powerpoint malfunction
"Can everyone go on 

mute?"

"I'll have to get back to 

you on that."

"Next slide, please."
"Can we take this 

offline?"
Technical difficulties

"Can you email that to 

everyone?"
"X, are you there?"

"Can everyone see my 

screen?"

"Sorry, didn’t catch 

that.  Can you repeat?"
"Hello?  Hello" Unintended interruption

"Sorry, I was talking on 

mute."
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B I N G O
"You are on mute." "Sorry, go ahead." "Can you repeat that?" Child or animal noises

"I have to jump on 

another call."

Sound of someone 

typing
Loud echo/feedback

Family members or pets 

deciding to join

"We are just waiting 

on…"
"Hi, who just joined?"

Awkward silence
Comments about 

someones background

"Sorry, the other call 

ran over."
"No, it's still loading."

"I'll have to get back to 

you on that."

"Next slide, please."
People talking at the 

same time

"Can we take this 

offline?"

"Sorry, didn’t catch 

that.  Can you repeat?"
"X, are you there?"

"Can everyone see my 

screen?"

"sorry, I was having 

connection issues."

"Sorry, you cut out 

there."
Coughing

"Sorry, I was talking on 

mute."
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B I N G O
"You are on mute." "Sorry, go ahead." "Can you repeat that?" Child or animal noises Coughing

Sound of someone 

typing
Loud echo/feedback

Family members or pets 

deciding to join

"We are just waiting 

on…"
"No, it's still loading."

Awkward silence
Comments about 

someones background
Powerpoint malfunction

"Can everyone go on 

mute?"

"Sorry, didn’t catch 

that.  Can you repeat?"

"Next slide, please."
People talking at the 

same time
Technical difficulties

"Can you email that to 

everyone?"

"Can we take this 

offline?"

"Can everyone see my 

screen?"

"sorry, I was having 

connection issues."
"Hello?  Hello"

"Sorry, you cut out 

there."

"Sorry, the other call 

ran over."
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B I N
"You are on mute." "Sorry, go ahead." "Can you repeat that?"

Sound of someone 

typing
Loud echo/feedback

Family members or pets 

deciding to join

Awkward silence
Comments about 

someones background
Powerpoint malfunction

"Next slide, please."
People talking at the 

same time
Technical difficulties

"Can everyone see my 

screen?"

"sorry, I was having 

connection issues."
"Hello?  Hello"



G O X
Child or animal noises

"I have to jump on 

another call."

"Can we take this 

offline?"

"We are just waiting 

on…"
"Hi, who just joined?"

"Sorry, the other call 

ran over."

"Can everyone go on 

mute?"

"I'll have to get back to 

you on that."
"No, it's still loading."

"Can you email that to 

everyone?"
"X, are you there?"

"Sorry, you cut out 

there."

Unintended interruption
"Sorry, I was talking on 

mute."
Coughing

MASTER



X
"Sorry, didn’t catch 

that.  Can you repeat?"


